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Intensity is the Best Politics: Hermann Nitsch in 
New York At MARC STRAUS 
BY SCOTT INDRISEK | SEPTEMBER 10, 2015 
 

 
An installation view of the Hermann Nitsch exhibition at Marc Straus Gallery in New York. 
(Courtesy Marc Straus Gallery) 
 
 

From his earliest performances and actions in the 1960s involving animal remains through his 

infamous multi-day, multimedia festivals staged at an Austrian castle, Hermann Nitsch has remained 
a figure of boldness and controversy. Earlier this year a major show at Museo Jumex in Mexico City 

was cancelled — but no such fate has befallen the artist’s solo at Marc Straus Gallery in New York, 
which opened Wednesday and features uncompromisingly confrontational paintings (made with 

acrylic pigments and, in a few cases, some actual blood). Scott Indrisek sat down with the 77-year-
old artist to discuss religion, wine, crucifixions, and why Nitsch considers himself to be on the same 

side as the animal-rights activists. 
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What is the role and responsibility of the artist? 

It’s always been the same, from the beginning of art until now: To educate people, to intensify, and 
to find a form. To use and protect all of our senses. 

 
Your exhibition here at Marc Straus features paintings, but those paintings are the results of 
actions and performances. 
My action painting is the first stop in the realization of my Orgien Mysterien theater [“Theater of 

Orgies and Mysteries”]. There’s no symbolism. You can use your private symbolism, and you can 
have contact through your subconscious, but the most important thing is the substance of the color. 

It’s not so much the chroma of the color. It’s more the material. And for all the action painters: the 
color wasn’t so important. I think, for Jackson Pollock, or de Kooning, the color was not so important. 

But the substance! 
 

The works in this show mostly incorporate red and black, but in the past you’ve used many 
other colors — yellows, purples, and so on. 
That was a late step in my development. As I was getting older, I was able to work in this style, but 
with traditional colors — the colors of Monet and Rothko. 

 
Obviously certain colors do have associations — like red with blood, and black with tar, or 
soil. 
Red was very important. I was very interested in the Jewish and Greek rituals of slaughtering. In my 

performances I used blood. And also I used blood with paint. The big work [in the upstairs gallery of 
Marc Strauss] is with blood and paint. 

 
Marc was saying that he likes the paintings in that upstairs space because it’s almost like a 
chapel. Do you think your work needs this type of sanctuary environment? 
I think the traditional religions — they’re not strong enough. I’m very interested in them, but I 

don’t believe in them. I’m working after Heidegger, with the philosophy of Being. For me, it’s Being 
instead of God. At the end of the 19th century, many artists were like priests. And I think art can 

[exist] instead of religion. 
 

A priest would traditionally operate in between the congregation and God. As the “priest,” 
are you helping communicate with something larger? 

Yes, but in a very modern way. When I make a big exhibition, it’s always a sacred room, like a 
church — but in a new and different way. Everything is metaphysical. People must believe in their 

reality, in their true being. Being is always — it cannot die. Only our body dies; but then come new 
bodies, and new bodies… 

 
In the sense of reincarnation? 

I’m very interested in the ideas of Buddhism. But it’s also a kind of mythology: We’re here now, and 
we’re always here. 
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Does that make it easier to work with subjects surrounding death, because it’s not a finality? 

For me there’s no end. Everything is moving. And the problem of time, for me, does not exist. 
Because time has to do with things that have a beginning and end. In what I believe, creation has no 

beginning, and no end. 
 

Do you think about your legacy about your work carrying on? 
I hope that in 100 years, or 1,000 years, it will be as important as the work of Rembrandt or 

Cezanne. 
 

How do you feel immediately following an action or performance? 
It’s a catharsis, a cleansing. A feeling of the power and intensity of creation and being, with all of my 

friends and workers. And music, for my work, is very important; I compose it for every big 
performance, it’s connected with this experience. 

 
Are there people who have been involved for decades with your work, assisting with live 
performances? 
There are very old people, who started with me, and many, many young people who understand my 

work. 
 

What sort of qualities do you look for in a performer? 
It’s a feeling, during the rehearsals, which are like a fire drill: We practice. But we don’t play. We 

make a real thing. If I bind a person on the cross, I do it, really. And I hate if someone simulates pain. 
When he has pain, it comes. 

 
Some of your earliest works got you arrested, and you spent some small amounts of time in 
jail. Do you think artists today are taking the same sort of risks? 
In every time, new art comes — and they’ll have problems [to confront]. But I hate politics in art. Art 

is a great philosophy, much more than politics. Artists who are fighting politics are not interesting. 
 

Because it’s not effective? 
I think we have more important things. There must be more intensity — that’s the best politics. 

 
You famously live both in Italy and in Prinzendorf Castle, in Austria, a property you bought in 
1971. I was curious what your daily life is like there. 
 I live in the country. I like wine! I like to sit outdoors, to go into the vineyards. I paint, I compose. I 

would say I try to work every day for my art. New York, it’s a great city, but it makes me a little bit 
afraid. It’s not my lifestyle. But I like it much more than the clean, European cities. That’s not real life. 

That’s tourism. 
 

Earlier this year you made the news when your show at the Museo Jumex in Mexico was 
cancelled after protests from animal-rights organizers, although the institution’s 
director gave other reasons for the cancellation. 
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There’s always these problems with animals! I always buy the meat and the blood at the butcher; 

they’re killed before. I buy the carcasses and use them for my performances. And if the police don’t 
come and take them away, we eat the animal after we use it. And I like animals! My wife and I, we 

have peacocks. Fifty peacocks! Donkeys, a goat, we have chickens. We have six cats, a dog. If the 
animals are ill, we go to the animal doctor. 

 
My last exhibition in Palermo, Italy was a great success, all the young people were full of 

enthusiasm. But before, there were 60,000 signatures [on a petition] against my work. There was a 
demonstration against me... and three people arrived. The animal-protectors shouldn’t be so stupid! 

Look at the intensive animal industry [for food]: that’s very bad. I said to them, Why aren’t we united? 
I’m also an animal-protector. It’s a very big misunderstanding. To use the carcass for my 

performances: Michelangelo and Rembrandt used human bodies for their art. I think it’s a celebration 
of nature, and a celebration of the animal, to use them in my performances. 

 
Certainly more so than in the case of something like a bullfight... 
Completely different. There, they kill, really. But it’s a very interesting thing, bullfights. They 
fascinated me, but I was always against them. But now I know: Those bulls have a better life than 

those in the animal industry. For two or three years, they’re outside, they have a good time. The bulls 
for the butcher live only one year, or less. 

 
The Jumex show would have been your first solo in Mexico. Do you still hope to show your 
work there? 
I’m not against Mexico, but no. 

 
What country do you think responds to your work the most? 

I would say Italy, the Italian temperament. They like drama, tragedy, and joy. 
 

That’s surprising to me, since it’s such a Catholic country... 
The Catholics are very open; the Reformed are more controlled. Catholicism has its roots in pagan 

religion. 
 

What’s next for you? 
Before I die, I want to make a big, six-day performance in Prinzendorf Castle. I’ll be 79. Music will be 

very, very important for this performance. It’ll be hard work to prepare. For the last six-day 
performance I had 500 people working with me. It’s day and night, no stopping — and it ends with 

the sunrise. It’s like a kind of resurrection. 
 

The Hermann Nitsch exhibition is on view at Marc Straus Gallery through October 18. 
 
Source: http://uk.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1233259/intensity-is-the-best-politics-hermann-nitsch-
in-new-york 
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Reign In Blood 
BY EMERSON ROSENTHAL | SEPTEMBER 10, 2015 

 

Painting Action, 2009. Photo: Daniel Feyerl. All images courtesy Marc Straus Gallery 

For most, the idea of leaving behind a legacy of blood invokes the less-than desirous wakes of 

deviants and dictators alike. For nearly 60 years, Hermann Nitsch has made it his artform, and amid 

the televised bloodbaths marking the better part of the 21st century, his work has never been more 

important.  

At a special critics panel in celebration of Nitsch's new opening at the Lower East Side Marc Straus 

Gallery, the crowd of about 50 spoke in the same hushed tones reserved for the antechambers of 
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churches. We were, after all, surrounded by sacred objects: canvases covered in blood-red oil paint 

and dried animal blood (purchased from slaughterhouses—Nitsch does not kill the animals used in 

his work, as opponents of his work may suggest), wall-sized records of sacrifice, sex, and the cosmic 

intensity Nitsch imbues into every work. 

In the 50s, Nitsch, a trained graphic painter, began work on what would become his Orgien 

Mysterien Theater, an ongoing series of Dionysian performance art spectacles best described simply 

by the word which now defines this type of practice: action. Nitsch, alongside droves of devoted 

performers, stages days-long rituals. Set to music he composes—soaring symphonies resonating 

with the size and scope of Wagner—these Aktionen, as he calls them, are at once orchestras, 

orgies, crucifixions, and feasts. At the center of it all, bedecked in the plain white painting smocks 

that often make their ways onto the canvases that serve as floors and walls during these spectacles, 

Nitsch acts as judge, jury, and ringleader, an oracle, in the most Greek sense, for the intensity of our 

modern condition.  

Hermann Nitsch at Marc Straus Gallery, 2015 (Installation view) 
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"There's no difference between the 20th century and the 21st," Nitsch tells me through his thick 

Viennese accent. "For me, it's the same." An early comer to the press preview, I have been granted 

a rare sit-down with the artist. We discuss the role his work plays in a world where butchery tours 

and beheadings are a mouse-click away. "It's not the work of artists," he assures me. "It's of stupid 

politics.  

Even if the intensity, the aura, feels the same? "That's a very interesting, very difficult-to-answer 

question. What is intensity?" He asks himself. "Intensity is not a war. Intensity is not a killing. 

Intensity is a painting by Cézanne. That's intensity. A performance with blood and meat. That is 

intensity." 

Hermann Nitsch, Schüttbild, 1998. Blood and acrylic on canvas, 200 x 300 cm 
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Hermann Nitsch, Schüttbild, 2010. Oil on canvas and painting on shirt, 200 x 300 cm 

Looking around at walls adorned with Schüttbilds, Nitsch's word for the works that contain the 

records of his actions (schüttbild roughly translates to "bulk image"), I understand what he means by 

intensity, and what he means later when he differentiates the word "aggressive" from "intensive"—

this is not art that is meant to be understood in a classical sense, but rather, touched, tasted, heard, 

smelled, experienced. With the cheerful devotion one might expect from a Sunday school 

teacher, Nitsch's wife Rita details performances of the Orgien Mysterien Theater that have lasted up 

to six days and six nights at Prinzendorf Castle, their home, where Nitsch holds the majority of his 

actions. She no longer attends the spectacles, but facilitates in the coordination and execution of 

each one. As Nitsch shows me through his new book, the mega-tome Hermann Nitsch – The 

Gesamtkunstwerk of the Orgien Mysterien Theater, a 968-page compendium detailing decades of 

blood, guts, and crucifixions, that took the artist three years to make, she snaps a photo of us and 

sends it off to her friends. "You look like young Bob Dylan," she says. "I told my friends, 'Hermann is 

being interviewed by Bob Dylan.'" 

I'm not sure if I should laugh or cry—it's almost too much. Then again, maybe that's the point: amid 

the opus of carnage that is the all-consuming art of Hermann Nitsch, the blood-drinking, the entrail-

adorned genitals, the live sex, raw and animalistic, is a pure and unfiltered devotion to celebrating 

life in nothing less than all of its agony and ecstacy. Birth, death, orgasm, sacrifice, love, lust, purity 
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of feeling; intensity. To borrow the term, his is not the work of the "lukewarm artists" he sees the 

world crawling with.   

There's a reason why there are already three whole museums strictly devoted to the work of 

Hermann Nitsch. In short, in the total art of one 77-year-old Austrian transgressor, is the 

compounded feeling of everything at once. Being, in and of itself: action. 

Hermann Nitsch at Marc Straus Gallery, 2015 (Installation view) 
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Orgien Mysterien Theater, 3-day play in Leipzig, 2013 

The work of Hermann Nitsch will be on display at Marc Straus Gallery through October 18, 

2015. Click here for more info. 

Source: http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/reign-in-blood 
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Are Hermann Nitsch’s Actionist Paintings the 
Answer to Zombie Formalism? 
BY CAIT MUNRO | SEPTEMBER 10, 2015 

Hermann Nitsch, instal lat ion view. Photo: Courtesy Marc Straus Gallery. 

Despite the fact that he's been making art for almost six decades, has three museums 

dedicated to his work, and is an influence on scores of younger artists, Hermann Nitsch is 

not a household name—at least, not in the United States. But gallerist Marc Straus would 

l ike to change that. 
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Housed on an unassuming block on the edge of Chinatown, Straus's spacious two-story 

New York gallery currently hosts a series of paintings that document the ritualistic, 

Dionysian performances that have come to define Nitsch's storied career. 

At 77, the former Vienna Actionist has staged more than 100 performances, most notably 

the Orgien Mysterien Theater, which is described by the artist in a 2014 statement as "a 

cult existential festival celebrating l ife." The performances typically involve religious 

sacrif ices, mock crucif ixion, animal blood, entrails, robes, fruit, dance, and nudity. 

 

Hermann Nitsch,  Schuttbi ld  (2010). Photo: Courtesy Marc Straus Gallery. 

 

Nitsch's paintings, which are rendered in a palette of blacks, browns, and reds, function as 

the documentation of these events, much the way photography and sets of 

instructions documented many of the New York "happenings." Interestingly, Allan Kaprow 

coined the term "happening" in 1957, the same year that Nitsch staged his f irst Orgien 

Mysterien Theaterperformance. While the two movements bear common threads, Nitsch 
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and the Vienna Actionists made art that was much more aggressive in nature than that of 

the peace-loving activists in New York. 

The sweeping gestures, hand prints, footprints, and smears of animal blood on Nitsch's 

canvases feel l ike intense communiques from people on a mission to discover the untold 

secrets of their own humanity. 

On September 8, the gallery hosted a private opening attended mostly by friends of Nitsch 

and his wife Rita, as well as writers, curators, and artists such as Rirkrit Tiravanija, 

who seemed genuinely starstruck by Nitsch's presence.  The evening included a panel 

discussion by three scholars of Nitsch's work: art crit ic, historian, and Brooklyn 

Railcontributor Robert C. Morgan; crit ic, writer, and editor Paul Laster; and writer, editor, 

and Pratt Institute professor Jonathan Goodman.  

The trio—with a few pointed interjections by Nitsch—discussed the importance of the 

artist 's gritty, transgressive, corporeal oeuvre, especially considering the glossy landscape 

of America's contemporary art scene. At t imes, the trio seemed to offer him up as the 

solution to the problem of zombie formalism. 
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Nitsch painting during a performance in 2009. Photo: Daniel Feyerl. 

 

Goodman admitted that when he first saw Nitsch's work, he didn't quite know what to make 

of it. "One of the things I was struck by is that these paintings are in a way the expression 

of content—just the spil l ing of guts, the spil l ing of red paint, the spill ing of black 

paint…they are remarkably improvised, but at the same time there is some control over 

them." 

While only two of the canvases at the gallery contain animal blood (the rest are rendered 

in acrylic paint), Nitsch's use of the medium has proven both essential and controversial 

throughout his career. Earlier this year, the Museo Jumex in Mexico City pulled the 

plug on a planned exhibit ion of Nitsch's work after animal rights activists started an online 

petit ion that garnered over 5,000 signatures. The exhibit ion was instead shown in Sicilyat 

the Cantieri Culturali alla Zisa. 

Despite fervent claims that his work is cruel to animals, Nitsch insists that he loves our 

four-legged friends, further noting that the carcasses he uses in his performances come 
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from his butcher. While the artist sti l l  employs animal blood and carcasses in his works, 

the last t ime one of Nitsch's performances featured a real slaughter was 1998. 

 

A photograph from a 2013 performance. Photo: Courtesy Marc Straus Gallery. 

 

The artist has said that he was "very, very sad" about the closure of the show, but it 

certainly isn't the first t ime he has faced adversity to his work. Nitsch has been imprisoned 

three times in his native Austria (where he sti l l  resides), causing him to briefly move to 

Germany, where his avant-garde works were generally tolerated. 

Despite the social, polit ical, and religious implications of the performances, Nitsch insists 

that he is deeply apolit ical. He also rejects any desire by the viewer to mine for symbols in 

the various components of his work, perhaps unwittingly echoing Gertrude Stein's "a rose 

is a rose is a rose" modernist sentiment. "It is what it is," he states. "People want to f ind 

symbols…[but] for me, a shape is a shape." When asked about the meaning of the paint-

splattered white robes that adorn several of his canvases, he simply states: "They are 

what I wear when I am working." 
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This provides a stark contrast to other artists that have worked with blood and bodily 

artifacts, who often employ the medium specifically for its symbolic qualit ies. Artists such 

as Ana Mendieta, Carolee Schneemann,Judy Chicago, and  others in feminist art circles 

have employed menstrual blood to celebrate womanhood and rid the substance of its 

taboo, while "shock" artists such as Andres Serrano, Dash Snow, Terence Koh, andPiero 

Manzoni have used urine, feces, and semen as a statement-making element of an artwork. 

But Nitsch vehemently rejects the urge to polit icize his work. Through his performances, 

he attempts to connect people with their most basic human urges and emotions, and 

through his paintings he documents these connections. 

"One of the things I was struck by, watching a video of one of his recent performances is 

how…there was this tremendous sense of being in the moment and existing in what is 

essentially a spiritual relationship to the medium that went beyond spirituality into what I 

would say was almost a pious, religious state," says Morgan. 
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Hermann-Nitsch,-Schuttbi ld (2013). Photo: Courtesy Marc Straus Gallery. 

 

Nitsch's relative lack of celebrity in American art circles may be because of our fear of art 

that is confrontational, not just on a visceral level, but on this deeper, more 

psychologically probing one. Just as viewers are init ially determined to search 

for symbolism and polit ical statements in Nitsch's work, he is determined to confront 

them with their own humanity, and that makes people uneasy. 
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"I was uncomfortable with it not because Nitsch was wrong, but because I was wrong," 

Goodman says of his init ial introduction to Nitsch's work. "We have to allow for the fact 

that this is a ritual, almost religious refastening of primal emotions that are not going to go 

away because of our unconscious. These basic emotions are so powerful that we have to 

acknowledge them." 

"Hermann Nitsch" is on display at Marc Straus Gallery from September 9–October 18, 

2015.  
 

Source: https://news.artnet.com/art-world/hermann-nitsch-marc-straus-gallery-331267 


